"Death in low-mortality diagnosis-related groups": frequency, and the impact of patient and hospital characteristics.
To examine the frequency of deaths in low-mortality diagnosis-related groups (LM-DRGs) and the patient and hospital characteristics associated with them. Retrospective cohort study of 2,400,089 discharge episodes for adults (> 18 years) from 122 Victorian public hospitals from 1 July 2006 to 30 June 2008. Frequency of episodes of death in LM-DRGs (defined as DRGs with mortality < 0.5% over the previous 3 years or < 0.5% in any of the previous 3 years); associations between characteristics of patients and hospitals with deaths in LM-DRGs. There were 1,008, 816 LM-DRG episodes with 0-15 LM-DRG deaths per hospital in the 2006-07 financial year and 0-20 deaths per hospital in the 2007-08 financial year. Increased age, level of comorbidity, being male, admission from a residential aged care facility, interhospital transfer, emergency admission and lower hospital volume were associated with an increased risk of death in LM-DRG episodes in both years. Metropolitan location and teaching/major provider status were not associated with LM-DRG deaths (P > 0.10). More than 40% of LM-DRG deaths were among patients aged 83 years or over, who had a length of stay of less than 1 day and had a medical DRG classification. Standardised mortality ratios (SMRs) that adjusted for the patient and hospital characteristics identified nine outlier hospitals with high frequencies of deaths in LM-DRGs in the 2006-07 and six in the 2007-08 financial year compared with 59 hospitals flagged by the death-in-LM-DRG indicator. The use of the LM-DRG indicator requires further investigation to test its validity. LM-DRG deaths are infrequent, making it difficult to identify temporal changes and outlier hospitals. Patient characteristics unrelated to quality of care increase the likelihood of death among LM-DRG patients. The SMR analysis showed that failure to adjust for these characteristics may result in unfair and inaccurate identification of outlier hospitals. The increased risk of death associated with interhospital transfer patients and low-volume hospitals requires further investigation.